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Abstract. A solution for obtaining impartial random values in on-line
gambling is presented in this paper. Unlike most previous proposals,
our method does not require any TTP and allows e-gambling to reach
standards of fairness, security an auditability similar to those common
in physical gambling.
Although our solution is detailed here for the particular case of games
with reversed cards (e.g. poker), it can be easily adapted for games
with open cards (e.g. blackjack) and for random draw games (e.g. keno).
Thanks to the use of permutations of homomorphically encrypted cards,
the protocols described have moderate computational requirements.
Keywords: Mental poker, E-gambling, Privacy homomorphisms.
Categories: Applications of cryptography (e-gambling), Multi-party
computation.

1

Introduction

Computer networks and especially the Internet have allowed some common activities such as shopping, information search o gambling to become remote. This
paper is about gambling over the Internet, also called e-gambling, and more
speciﬁcally about mental poker or e-poker. E-gambling has a number of advantages for players, because it is space-independent (there is no need to physically
go to the casino) and time-independent (an Internet casino can be available 24
hours a day or at least longer than physical casinos). The drawback of e-gambling
is the diﬃculty of guaranteeing the same standards of security, fairness and auditability oﬀered by physical gambling.
In a physical casino, each player sees the actions performed by other players,
so that most unfair actions can immediately be detected and reported. In the
digital world, things are more complex, as discussed below:
T. Johansson and S. Maitra (Eds.): INDOCRYPT 2003, LNCS 2904, pp. 280–294, 2003.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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Card draw In a physical casino, any player can draw a card without the other
players seeing the card she gets. In an Internet casino, however, unless some
kind of encryption is used, a third party can see the card gotten by any
player.
Randomness In a physical casino, physical devices can be used to obtain true
randomness (roulettes, card shuﬄing, dice, etc.). The fairness, the unbiasedness and the outcomes of such devices can be veriﬁed by all players (at least
in theory). In an on-line casino, the best that can be achieved is pseudorandomness and verifying fairness is much less trivial. Pseudo-random values
should be generated in a way that they cannot be manipulated. A common
way to achieve this goal is to use a Trusted Third Party (TTP). The usual
setting is for the on-line casino to act as a TTP while, at the same time,
playing an active role in the game. In this case, the on-line casino is in a
privileged position, whereas players are helpless and cannot verify actions by
other players or by the casino. As reported in [13], unlawful manipulation in
remote gambling is quite common. A better option is for random values to be
jointly generated by all participants using a cryptographic protocol. This is
the approach proposed in this paper; our cryptographic protocols guarantee
that, if the random value has been manipulated by some participant, such
manipulation is detected.
Auditability Physical casinos are equipped with CCTV or other recording systems which allow dispute resolution when there is disagreement between
players and the casino or between players themselves as to the development
or outcome of the game. Auditing misbehaviors in on-line casinos is less
obvious. For example, imagine the casino refuses payment to a player after
the latter wins a game; unless special IT security measures are built in the
on-line casino, the player might end up without any valid proof that might
enable her to prove in court that she has been abused. In general, enough information on the development of the game should be logged so that posterior
analysis of that information allows resolution of any dispute that may arise.
Integrity and time-stamping of logﬁles should be guaranteed, i.e. addition,
deletion or modiﬁcation of any log entry should be detectable; otherwise,
the logﬁle owner could alter log entries at will. On the other hand, each log
entry should be signed by the party having generated it, to prevent later
repudiation.
1.1

Our Contribution

In this paper, we propose a method to shuﬄe and deal a deck of cards to the
players that does not require any TTP, and allows e-gambling to reach standards of fairness, security and auditability similar to those common in physical
gambling. Unlike for other TTP-free proposals, eliminating the TTP does not
dramatically increase the computational complexity of our solution.
Casino games fall into three groups:
– Random draw games, with a single draw (e.g. dice, roulette) or with multiple
draws (e.g. bingo, keno).
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– Games where a value or a set of values are obtained in a non-secret way.
Games where cards are visible (e.g. blackjack) fall into this category.
– Games where a value or a set of values are obtained in a secret way. Games
where cards are reversed (e.g. poker) fall into this category.
There are several good solutions for the ﬁrst and second categories. Two
signiﬁcant examples are [17] and [23]. Our contribution relates on the third category, which is the most complex one. Speciﬁcally, our method will be illustrated
here on the poker game. Further detail and applications to other game categories
can be found in patent [3].
Section 2 recalls previous work on secure e-gambling; special emphasis is
made on mental poker, which is the name used in the literature for secure e-poker.
Our solution is described in detail in Section 3. A security analysis considering
various possible attacks is reported in Section 4. Section 5 is a conclusion.

2

Previous Work

Diﬃcult problems have a special appeal. Mental poker is one such problem and
has received substantial attention over the past two decades. In 1981, Shamir
et al. [24] presented the ﬁrst mental poker protocol, which is restricted to two
players. In [21] and [5], it was shown that this protocol uses a cryptosystem
allowing cards to be marked, which can leak information to the opponent and
thus be fatal. In 1982, a new protocol was proposed in [14] which uses probabilistic encryption and prevents card marking, but is still limited to two players.
Barany et al. proposed in 1983 a protocol for several players [1]. This protocol
does not use cryptographic primitives and relies exclusively on permutations; its
main drawback is that player confabulations are possible. Two years later, the
problem of player confabulation was solved by Fortune and Merritt [12] using a
TTP. In fact, most recent proposals [15,22,16,28,4] also use a TTP, because it
is argued that using a TTP is the only way to obtain mental poker protocols
which are both fair and reasonably eﬃcient.
On the theoretical side, several solutions have been proposed, some of which
do not require a TTP. However, those solutions share the drawback of requiring too much computation to be usable in practice. Along this line, Crépeau
[6] presented in 1985 a mental poker protocol that minimizes the probability of
successful player coalition, and one year later in [7] the same author presented an
improved protocol that oﬀers player conﬁdentiality. This latter protocol uses a
Zero-Knowledge-Proof (ZKP) subprotocol, which needs a substantial computing
time. Later Kurosawa et al. in [18] and [19] and Schindelhauer in [25] also propose solutions that use ZKP. As an illustration of the amount of computing time
needed by this kind of protocols, in [11] an implementation of the protocol [7]
on three Sparc workstations is reported to have taken eight hours to shuﬄe a
deck. Even though all the aforementioned proposals are very time consuming,
[7,18,19] at least have the theoretical interest of not requiring disclosure of players’ strategy after the game, a feature not oﬀered by the protocol presented in
this paper.
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As mentioned above, we present a ZKP-free and TTP-free mental poker
protocol which can be used in practical gaming scenarios, because it requires an
amount of computation which is not much higher than the computation required
by proposals using a TTP.

3

A Protocol Suite for E-gambling with Reversed Cards

In our protocol suite for e-games with reversed cards, deck shuﬄing is carried
out in an eﬃcient and fair way by the players themselves.
All players co-operate in shuﬄing, so that no player or player coalition can
force a particular outcome, i.e. determine the card that will be obtained after
shuﬄing. Every player generates a random permutation of the card deck and
keeps it secret; the player then commits to her permutation using a bit commitment protocol. The shuﬄed deck is formed by the composition of all player
permutations. The use of permutations to shuﬄe the deck was introduced in [1],
and also was used in [6,7].
Note that reversing cards in the physical world translates to encrypting cards
in e-gambling. Now, permuting (i.e. shuﬄing) encrypted cards requires encryption to be homomorphic, so that the outcome of permuting and decrypting (i.e.
opening) a card is the same that would be obtained if the card had been permuted without prior encryption (i.e. reversal). The use of an additive homomorphic cryptosystem to shuﬄe the deck of cards and maintain the privacy of the
cards was initially proposed in [18].
3.1

Notation

The following notation will be used in what follows:
– P Li : i-th player
– m1 |m2 : Concatenation of messages m1 and m2 .
– Pentity , Sentity : Asymmetric key pair of entity, where Pentity is the public
key and Sentity is the private key.
– Sentity {m}: Digital signature of message m by entity, where digital signature
means computing the hash value of message m using a collision-free one-way
hash function and encrypting this hash value under Sentity .
– Kentity : Secret symmetric key of entity.
– EKentity {m}: Encryption of message m under Kentity .
– DKentity {c}: Decryption of message c under Kentity .
3.2

Card Representation and Permutation

In most e-gambling approaches, a prescribed ordering of cards in the deck is
assumed, so that a card is represented by a scalar corresponding to its rank.
In our protocol, a card representation is needed which allows card operations
and permutations. Thus, we will map the usual scalar representation to a vector
representation in the way described below.
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Definition 1 (Card vector representation). Let t be the number of cards in
the deck. Let z be a prime number chosen by a player. A card can be represented
as a vector
v = (a1 , · · · , at )
(1)
where there exists a unique i ∈ {1, · · · , t} for which ai mod z = 0, whereas ∀j = i
it holds that aj mod z = 0. The value of the card is i; assuming a prescribed
ordering of cards, i is interpreted as a rank identifying a particular card.
The above vector representation for cards allows card permutations to be
represented as matrices in a natural way.
Definition 2 (Card permutation matrix). A permutation π over a deck of
t cards is a bijective mapping that can be represented as a square matrix Π with
t rows called card permutation matrix, where rows and columns are vectors of
the form described by Expression (1):

π11 π12 · · · π1t
 .. . .
.. 
 .
.
. 


Π= .

.
. . ... 
 ..
πt1 πt2 · · · πtt


(2)

The i-th row of matrix Π is card π(i), i.e. the card resulting from applying
permutation π to the card having rank i. Thus, all elements in the i-th row of Π
are 0 mod z except πij , where j = π(i).
See Example 1 in Appendix A for an illustration of the above deﬁnition. The
result below is straightforward from the above construction:
Proposition 1 (Permutation algebra). With the above representation for
cards and permutations, the result w = π(v) of permuting a card v using a
permutation π can be computed in vector representation as w = v · Π (mod z),
where · denotes vector product. For this computation to work properly, the same
value z must be used to represent v and Π.
Example 2 in Appendix A illustrates the above proposition. Every player
P Li will use her own prime modulus zi for representing and permuting cards.
In order for P Li to be able to operate her card permutation matrix with a card
coming from another player P Lj , player P Li must represent her permutation
matrix using the modulus zj corresponding to P Lj . This means transforming
her permutation matrix based on zi into an equivalent permutation matrix based
on zj , as deﬁned below:
Definition 3 (Equivalent card permutation matrices). Let Π and Π  be
two t × t card permutation matrices using moduli z and z  , respectively. Then Π
and Π  are said to be equivalent if they represent the same permutation π of a
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set of t cards. Specifically, Π = {πij } and Π  = {πij
} are equivalent if and only
if, ∀i, j ∈ {1, · · · , t}, one has

πij mod z = 0 ⇔ πij
mod z  = 0

mod z  = 0
πij mod z = 0 ⇔ πij

3.3

Protocol Description

In order to meet the game auditability requirement, we introduce in this paper
a new tool called distributed notarization chains (DNC). DNCs have a philosophy similar to the one of Lamport’s hash chains [20] and their construction is
described in Appendix B. Whenever a player builds a link of a DNC, she sends it
the other players, so that all of them see the same DNC. Furthermore, each link
is digitally signed by the player who built it, which guarantees authentication,
integrity and non-repudiability for that link. A link can only be appended at the
end of the DNC and no participant can modify or delete any link without being
detected.
The initialization protocol is as follows:
Protocol 1 (Initialization)
1. Each player P Li is assumed to have an asymmetric key pair (Pi , Si ) whose
public key has been certified by a recognized certification authority. Assume
the card deck consists of t cards.
2. P Li does:
(a) Generate a permutation πi of the card deck and keep it secret.
(b) Generate a symmetric secret key Ki corresponding to a homomorphic
cryptosystem allowing algebraic operations (additions and multiplications)
to be carried out directly on encrypted data. Security requirements on this
homomorphism are limited to resistance against ciphertext-only attacks;
possible choices are [9,10].
(c) Choose a prime value zi which falls within the range of the cleartext space
of the homomorphic cryptosystem used.
(d) Build a link of the DNC which contains the value zi used by P Li . Link
building can be done in parallel by all players, which expands the DNC
at this point.
(e) Build the card permutation matrix Πi corresponding to πi , using zi .
(f ) Commit to this permutation Πi using a bit commitment protocol [26].
Denote the resulting commitment by Cpi .
(g) Build the next link of the DNC following the previous expanded link. The
new link contains the commitment Cpi .
(h) Choose s values {δ1 , · · · , δs } such that δj mod zi = 0, ∀j ∈ {1, · · · , s}
and s > t.
(i) Choose s values {1 , · · · , s } such that j mod zi = 0, ∀j ∈ {1, · · · , s} and
s > t.
(j) Homomorphically encrypt the previous values under the symmetric key
Ki to get dj = EKi (δj ) and ej = EKi (j ), ∀j ∈ {1, · · · , s}.
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(k) Build the next link of the DNC which contains the set D = {d1 , · · · , ds }.
(l) Build another link of the DNC which contains the set E = {e1 , · · · , es }.
(m) Generate the vector representation for the t cards in the deck {w1 , · · · , wt }
and encrypt them under Ki using the aforementioned homomorphic cryptosystem to obtain wj = EKi (wj ).
(n) Randomly permute the encrypted cards {w1 , · · · , wt }.
(o) Build the next link of the DNC which contains the card deck encrypted
and permuted by P Li .
Once initialization is over, the player playing the croupier role performs chain
contraction by building a link with a chaining value mixing together the last link
created by every player P Li . This link indicates that initialization is over and
that the game can start.
Note that, even though each player encrypts the deck under her key during initialization, the deck of the game is a single one, namely a shuﬄed deck
resulting from the composition of all players’ secret permutations. Also, the initialization protocol results in each player P Li publishing in the DNC her zi
and a commitment to her secret permutation Π. When P Li wants a card, the
following protocol is started:
Protocol 2 (Card draw)
1. P Li does:
(a) Pick an integer value v0 such that it falls within the range of cards in the
deck, i.e. 1 ≤ v0 ≤ t, and which has not previously been requested. This
operation is simple because it is public. All participants know the initial
values chosen in previous steps.
(b) Build the next link of the DNC which contains the vector representation
w0 of card value v0 chosen by P Li .
2. P L1 does:
(a) Check the validity of the link sent by P Li , compute her equivalent card
permutation Π1 for the modulus zi published by P Li in the DNC and
permute w0 to obtain w1 = w0 · Π1 .
(b) Build the next link of the DNC, which contains w1 and the name of the
next player P L2 in the computation.
3. For j = 2 to i − 1, player P Lj does:
(a) Check the validity of the link sent by P Lj−1 , compute her equivalent card
permutation matrix Πj for the modulus zi published by P Li and permute
wj−1 to obtain wj = wj−1 · Πj .
(b) Build the next link of the DNC, which contains wj and the name of the
next player P Lj+1 in the computation.
4. Player P Li does:
(a) Check the validity of the link sent by P Li−1 and permute wi−1 with her
permutation matrix Πi to obtain wi = wi−1 · Πi .
(b) Modify the m-th row of Πi where m ∈ {1, · · · , t} is the value of card
wi−1 . All values in the m-th row are changed to values that are nonzero
modulo zi
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(c) Pick the encrypted card wi corresponding to clear card wi . Note that the
encrypted deck has been published in the last step of Protocol 1.
(d) Build the next link of the DNC, which contains wi and the name of the
next player P Li+1 in the computation.
5. For j = i + 1 to n, player P Lj does:
(a) Check the validity of the link sent by P Lj−1 and compute her equivalent
card permutation matrix Πj for the modulus zi published by P Li . Use
Protocol 3 below to encrypt Πj as Πjc under the key Ki corresponding to
P Li .

(b) Permute the encrypted card wj−1
using her encrypted matrix Πjc to ob

c
tain wj = wj−1 · Πj .
(c) Build the next link of the DNC, which contains wj . If j < n, the link
also indicates the name of the next player P Lj+1 in the computation.
6. When P Li sees the link computed by P Ln , she does:
(a) Check the validity of the link computed by P Ln .
(b) Decrypt the card wn contained in the link computed by P Ln under her
private key Ki to obtain the drawn card wn = DKi (wn ). This finishes
the card draw protocol.
An extension of Protocol 2 for drawing several cards simultaneously (multicard) is described in Appendix C. A loose end that remains is how does P Lj
encrypt her permutation matrix Πj under P Li ’s secret key Ki in Step (5a) of
Protocol 2. To do that, player P Lj can only use the sets of encrypted values D
and E published by P Li in Step (2k) of Protocol 1. The speciﬁc procedure is
described below:
Protocol 3 (Permutation matrix homomorphic encryption)
Let the homomorphic encryption of the cleartext matrix Πj = {πkl } under Ki be
c
c
}. To compute πkl
, for 1 ≤ k, l ≤ t, player P Lj does the following:
Πjc = {πkl
1. Generate a pseudorandom value g, such that 1 ≤ g ≤ s, where s is the
size of the sets D, E of encrypted values published by P Li in Protocol 1.
2. Randomly pick g values {d1 , · · · , dg } of the set D and add them to obtain
h = d1 +· · ·+dg . Remember that values in D are 0 modulo zi , because they
are homomorphically encrypted versions of values which are 0 modulo zi ,
so by the homomorphic properties, h is also 0 modulo zi .
3. Generate a pseudorandom value c such that c mod zi = 0 and compute
h = c · h.
c
:= h .
4. If πkl mod zj = 0, then πkl
5. If πkl mod zj = 0, then
(a) Generate a pseudorandom value g  such that 1 ≤ g  ≤ s.
c
(b) πkl
:= h + eg , where eg is the g  -th element of the set E.
A player can also discard a card w by building a link of the DNC which says
that the player is discarding a card and contains the encrypted version of the
discarded card.
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Game Validation

When a hand of the game is over, players should reveal their encryption keys
and their permutations. The validation process is speciﬁed next:
Protocol 4 (Game validation)
Each player does the following:
1. Check that the permutation revealed and used by each other player P Li is
the same permutation πi to which she committed when publishing the commitment Cpi in Protocol 1 (initialization). This check implies verifying the
bit commitment for player P Li .


2. Decrypt cards {w1 , . . . , wt } published by each other player P Li in the last
step of Protocol 1 and check that the card deck is correct.
3. Use the private key Ki of each other player P Li to decrypt the result of permuting encrypted cards at Step (5b) of Protocol 2. Check that permutations
were correctly performed.
4. Check that cards discarded by other players have not been used during the
game.
5. If necessary, use the DNC to prove any detected misbehaviors by any other
player to a third-party (casino, court, etc.).

4

Security Analysis

Let us examine a collection of possible attacks and check that they fail:
A coalition wants to get the cards drawn by a player Player P Li draws
one or more cards in an instance of Protocol 2. In subsequent instances
belonging to the same hand, a coalition of players attempt to determine the
cards drawn by P Li . To do that, the coalition must construct a (multi)card
(see Appendix C) with the card value(s) drawn by P Li and encrypt that
(multi)card. However, the coalition will not get P Li ’s card(s) because, if
a card is requested which had been previously requested, what is obtained
is a vector with all components diﬀerent from 0 modulo zi . This is due to
the modiﬁcation of matrix Πi at Step (4b) of Protocol 2. The resulting
multicard has all components diﬀerent from 0 modulo zi and is thus a nonvalid multicard (by deﬁnition, see Appendix C).
A player uses a wrong modulus Assume that, to permute a card coming
from player P Lk−1 , player P Lk computes her equivalent permutation matrix
Πk using zj = zk−1 . This is detected by P Li in the last step of Protocol 2,
because wn decrypts into a non-valid card (with too many nonzero components modulo zi ). Player P Li has no option other than reporting the wrong
decryption; otherwise P Li would not be able to show her cards during game
validation. Veriﬁcation performed during Protocol 4 discloses the identity of
the cheater P Lk .
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A player does not use the permutation she committed to
A player
may choose to use a permutation Π diﬀerent from the one she committed
to during initialization.
If the player changes her permutation for the whole game, this is detected
during game validation. If the player changes her permutation only during
some parts of the game, two things may happen:
– Some of the other players get duplicated cards. A player getting a duplicated card is forced to report it (otherwise she will not be able to
show her cards during game validation). Upon such report, the game is
stopped and game validation started.
– The change is not detected during the game. In this case, it is detected
during game validation and the dishonest player is identiﬁed.
A player supplies wrong sets D or E If, during initialization, a player does
not supply correct sets D = {d1 , · · · , ds } or E = {e1 , · · · , es }, then permutations of encrypted cards cannot be correctly computed. Two things can
happen:
– The card obtained by P Li at the end of Protocol 2 is not valid. In this
case, P Li is forced to report the problem.
– The card obtained by P Li is valid. In this case, the problem is detected
during game validation.
A player supplies a wrong encrypted deck The game validation protocol
veriﬁes that all players have supplied correct encrypted decks during initialization.
A player builds an incorrect DNC link During execution of Protocol 2,
each player checks that the previous link of the DNC has correctly been
built. Any wrong link is reported (all players see all links so it is risky not
to report a wrong link when discovered).
A player requests a card which had already been requested Cards requested at the beginning of Protocol 2 are recorded in the DNC. If a player
requests a card that had already been requested, this is detected by the rest
of players (all of them see the DNC links).
A player does not correctly encrypt her permutation An incorrectly encrypted card permutation matrix can yield non-valid or duplicated cards,
which is detected during the game. Even if all cards are valid, a wrongly
encrypted permutation is detected during game validation.
Player withdrawal Depending on when a player withdraws from the game,
diﬀerent things happen:
– If a player withdraws during initialization, the game simply proceeds
without her.
– If a player withdraws immediately after initialization, the game proceeds
without her. In this case, the composition of permutations must be computed without using the permutation of the withdrawn player.
– If a player withdraws during the game (i.e. during Protocol 2), the game
stops at the moment of withdrawal. Players show their cards and game
validation is started. If the player has withdrawn without justiﬁcation,
she may be ﬁned.
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Conclusion

A solution for obtaining impartial random values in on-line gambling has been
presented in this paper. Unlike most previous proposals, our method does not
require any TTP and allows e-gambling to reach levels of fairness, security and
auditability similar to those common in physical gambling. In addition, eliminating the TTP does not result in a dramatical increase of computation.
The solution has been speciﬁed for the particular case of games with reversed
cards (e.g. poker), but it can be easily adapted for games with open cards (e.g.
blackjack) and for random draw games (e.g. keno).

Appendix A. Examples of Card Representation and
Permutation
Example 1. Let t = 5 and consider the following permutation of ﬁve cards


π= 35412
(3)
If z = 5 is taken, a possible matrix representation of π is as follows


5 10 3 5 15
 25 10 35 5 6 



Π=
 50 10 10 8 5 
 4 60 5 50 25 
15 7 35 60 10

(4)

Note that, in the ﬁrst row, the only element which is nonzero modulo 5 is the
third one, that is, the one in the position corresponding to π(1) = 3. Similarly,
in the second row, the only nonzero element modulo 5 is in the 5-th position,
because π(2) = 5. And so on for the other rows.
Example 2. Using t = 5, z = 5 and the permutation matrix of Example 1, the
card v = (10, 15, 8, 20, 20) (vector representation modulo 5 of a card with value
3) is permuted as
w = (10, 15, 8, 20, 20) · Π = (1205, 1670, 1435, 2389, 980)

(5)

Since the only component of the permuted card w that is nonzero modulo z is
the fourth one, w is the vector representation of a card with value 4 (the fourth
card of the ranked deck). In this way, π(3) = 4, which is consistent with the
fact that the only component that is nonzero modulo z in the third row of the
permutation matrix is the fourth one.
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Appendix B. Distributed Notarization Chains (DNCs)
Each operation performed during the e-game will be notarized as a link of a distributed notarization chain (DNC). DNCs are eﬃciently computable and consist
of links which are constructed and chained as follows:
Link structure Every link mk of the DNC is formed by two ﬁelds: a data ﬁeld
Dk and a chaining value Xk . The data ﬁeld Dk consists of three subﬁelds:
– Timestamp Tk , which contains the link generation time according to the
clock of the participant who generated the link (synchronizing the clocks
of all participants is not needed).
– Link subject or concept Ck , which describes the information contained
in the link, e.g. a step in the game, a commitment or an outcome.
– Additional attributes Vk , which depend on the subject Ck . For a link
corresponding to a commitment, Vk will contain the encrypted commitment.
Link chaining Chaining is guaranteed by chaining values Xk included in each
link. First, the chaining value Xk−1 of the previous link is concatenated with
the data ﬁeld Dk of the current link; then the hash value of the concatenation
is computed and signed with the private key of the author of the k-th link,
i.e.
(6)
Xk = Sauthor {Dk |Xk−1 }
There are moments during the game at which operations do not need to be
sequential, but can be carried out in parallel by the participants. Parallel execution can be accomodated in the distributed notarization system by introducing
two operations:
Chain expansion Parallel execution can be notarized by expanding the DNC,
whereby participants {P L1 , · · · , P Ln } independently compute their chaining
values XkP L1 , · · · , XkP Ln using the chaining value Xk−1 of the previous link:
XkP L1 = SP L1 {DkP L1 |Xk−1 }
..
.
P Ln
Xk
= SP Ln {DkP Ln |Xk−1 }

(7)

Chain contraction It happens when the protocol requires sequential execution after a stage of expansion where n participants have computed links in
parallel. A single link is obtained which is chained to previous links. The
participant initiating the sequential execution concatenates its data ﬁeld Dk
P L1
P Ln
with all chaining values of previous links {Xk−1
| . . . |Xk−1
}, computes the
hash of the concatenation and signs it to obtain the chaining value Xk of
the ﬁrst sequential link:
P L1
P Ln
Xk = SP Li {Dk |Xk−1
| · · · |Xk−1
}

(8)
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The following properties of a DNC make it a good tool for distributed notarization:
– The DNC is not possessed by a single participant, but by all of them. Whenever a participant builds a link of a DNC, she sends it to the other participants, so that all of them see the same DNC. If a participant recomputes
the chain to add false links to it, the manipulated chain will not match the
copies held by the rest of participants, and manipulation will be detected.
– If someone deletes or modiﬁes one or more links, the chain will show an
inconsistency at the point of deletion.
– The chaining and the structure of links allow the exact sequence and time
of link construction to be securely determined.
– As links are signed by the participant who built them, link authorship can
be securely determined.
– Link computation is performed in parallel whenever the protocol allows it
(using the expansion operation). This results in improved performance without degrading security.

Appendix C. Extensions
In each run of Protocol 2, player P Li gets only one card. The protocol can be
extended so that the player draws several cards in a single protocol run. To do
this, let us deﬁne a way to pack several cards together:
Definition 4 (Multicard). Given a deck with t cards and a prime value z, a
multicard ξ is a vector of t elements
ξ = (a1 , · · · , at )

(9)

where there are up to M < t components ai , such that ai mod z = 0. The
index i of each component ai that is nonzero modulo z represents one of the
cards contained in the multicard. By convention, a multicard with more than M
components that are nonzero modulo z is not valid.
Protocol 2 can be adapted to multicards as explained below:
– At Step (1a) of Protocol 2, P Li should choose the cards she wishes. Let the
vector representation of these be w01 , · · · , w0x , with x < M .
x
– A multicard ξ0 = j=1 w0j is obtained by adding the chosen cards.
– At Step (1b), the DNC link would be computed using the multicard ξ0 rather
than a single card w0 .
– The protocol carries on until Step (4b), where all rows corresponding to
values of cards in the multicard are modiﬁed.
– The protocol then proceeds as described above. In the ﬁnal Step (6b), P Li
decrypts the card computed by P Ln and obtains a multicard.
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